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Signals and codes homework 
assignment 2018: part 1 (signals) 

This document describes homework assignment in course Signals and codes, taught at Faculty of transportation 

sciences of Czech technical university in Prague.  

1 General information 

1.1 Formal requirements for submission 
● The homework is assigned and collected electronically. You could bring it on paper for review or 

consultation during semester but to be “evaluated” it shall be sent by an email. 

● Form of the homework is one pdf document of reasonable size, maximum 5 MB. Most exercises are 

possible to solve by hand calculation, in such case please scan respective paper(s). In case you use 

computational SW, copy the source code and the results. You can also combine hand and computer 

calculations, but please be sure that you are answering correctly the posed question(s). 

● Preferably all exercises are in one document, but in case of different dates of elaboration or corrections 

just sent the actual (corrected / new) parts. 

● Header and footer of the document shall contain information about course,  year,  student name,  

elaboration date, page number and total pages 

1.2 Submission date 
The deadline for submission is the end of the semester or exam date at the latest.  

1.3 Scoring 
Scoring is stated for each exercise separately, a total score for part 1 is 5 points. 

2 Signals exercises 

2.1 Signals fundamentals: power and energy [1 point] 
Compute energy 𝐸, power 𝑃 and effective value 𝑋RMS and decide whether the signals are energy or power ones 

for following signals: 

a) 𝑥(𝑡) = {
 4 − |𝑡| 𝑓𝑜𝑟 𝑡 ∈ 〈−4,4〉

0 𝑓𝑜𝑟 𝑜𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑟 𝑡
 

b) 𝑥[𝑛] = √2 − √2 ∙ 𝑗 

c) 𝑥(𝑡) = 325 cos (314𝑡 +
𝜋

10
) 

2.2 Spectrum of sinusoid combination [1 point] 
a) A signal composed of sinusoids is given by the equation  

𝑥(𝑡) = 4sin(10𝜋𝑡 + 𝜋/6) − 3cos(60𝜋 − 𝜋/7). Sketch the spectrum of this signal indicating the 

complex amplitude of each frequency component. You do not have to make separate plots for 

real/imaginary parts or magnitude/phase. Just indicate the complex amplitude value at the appropriate 

frequency. 

b) Is 𝑥(𝑡) periodic? If so, what is the fundamental frequency? If not, why? Which harmonics are present? 

c) Now consider a different signal 𝑦(𝑡) = 𝑥(𝑡) + 2cos(25𝜋𝑡 − 𝜋/3). How has the spectrum changed? Is 

𝑦(𝑡) periodic? If so, what is the fundamental frequency? If not, why? Which harmonics are present? 

d) Finally, consider another different signal 𝑧(𝑡) = 𝑥(𝑡) + cos(23𝜋𝑡). How has the spectrum changed? Is 

𝑧(𝑡) periodic? If so, what is the fundamental frequency? If not, why? 
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2.3 Spectrum of AM modulation [1 point] 
The signal 𝑥(𝑡) is formed from the signal 𝑣(𝑡) by AM modulation of carrier signal 𝑐(𝑡) according to formula 

𝑥(𝑡) = 𝑣(𝑡) ∙ 𝑐(𝑡). Assume signals 𝑣(𝑡) = 8 + 4cos(2 ∙ 104𝜋𝑡 + 𝜋/6) and 𝑐(𝑡) = 2 ∙ sin(2 ∙ 105𝜋𝑡).  

a) Find an additive combination for x(t). Hint: you can use inverse Euler formula and phasors. 

b) Count the number of frequency components in the spectrum.  

c) What is the highest frequency contained in spectrum of 𝑥(𝑡)? 

d) Draw the spectrum for 𝑐(𝑡). 

e) Draw the spectrum for 𝑣(𝑡). 

f) Draw the spectrum for 𝑥(𝑡). 

2.4 Fourier analysis and synthesis [1 points] 
For each signal 𝑥1(𝑡) below perform the following tasks: 

 Find and plot the spectrum of 𝑥1(𝑡) containing complex amplitudes {𝑎𝑘} of zero frequency (DC) and 

first 10 harmonics components using Fourier analysis. You can just indicate the complex amplitude 

value at the appropriate frequency or you can plot magnitudes of {𝑎𝑘} and phases of {𝑎𝑘} separated. 

 Verify the result using Fourier synthesis, denote the synthesized signal as 𝑥2(𝑡). Plot original signal 

𝑥1(𝑡) and synthesized one 𝑥2(𝑡) as a proof and explain possible differences. 

Assigned signals 𝑥1(𝑡) are as follows: 

a) 𝑥1(𝑡) = 1 + 2cos(100𝜋𝑡) + 3cos(500𝜋𝑡 + 𝜋/2) + 4cos(3000𝜋𝑡 − 𝜋/4) 

b) 𝑥1(𝑡) = {
−2 𝑓𝑜𝑟 0 < 𝑡 <

𝑇0

3

2 𝑓𝑜𝑟 
𝑇0

3
≤ 𝑡 ≤ 𝑇0

 

c) 𝑥1(𝑡) is measured with sample frequency 10 kHz, within one period the acquired values are  
12.499,12.438,11.622,12.205,11.967,11.494,10.496,10.669,10.981,11.168,11.009,11.574

,12.642,13.212,14.169,14.576,15.234,16.472,16.818,17.19,16.353,16.212,15.735,15.598

,14.693,14.768,13.384,12.838,12.998,13.028,12.559,12.585,13.045,13.314,14.055,14.87

7,14.949,14.642,14.98,14.494,14.583,13.959,13.802,12.77,11.531,11.02,9.3989,8.8986,

8.8392,8.4175,7.9975,7.8736,7.7308,8.5745,8.0797,9.008,9.1932,9.5424,9.1213,9.3109,

9.0502,8.0178,7.583,7.2446,6.0042,4.9907,4.5624,3.7185,3.7055,3.1586,3.2473,3.6653,

4.3366,4.2196,5.3378,5.867,6.6692,6.2385,6.9161,7.4074,7.0347,6.8243,7.0052,6.521,6

.0455,5.6898,4.7271,4.808,4.8621,4.802,5.6338,6.3294,6.477,7.7724,8.0927,9.7113,9.8

773,11.08,11.454,12.307 
 

Hint: using appropriate computational SW to solve part 2.4 is recommended. 

2.5 Sampling and aliasing: Waveform reconstruction [1 point] 
Consider AM signal from exercise 2.3. When sampling this signal in AD converter with sample frequency 𝑓𝑠 we 

get the discrete-time signal 𝑥[𝑛]. When reconstructing the signal 𝑥[𝑛] in DA converter with sample frequency 𝑓𝑠 

we get the continuous-time signal 𝑦(𝑡). Assume that 𝑓𝑠 = 200 kHz. 

 
a) Find expression for 𝑥[𝑛]. 

b) Plot spectrum of 𝑥[𝑛]. 

c) Find expression for 𝑦(𝑡). 

d) Plot spectrum of 𝑦(𝑡). 
e) What is theoretically the least possible sample frequency 𝑓𝑠 for possibility of correct reconstruction of 

the signal 𝑥(𝑡)? 


